Third Conference of Young Israeli Researchers in European Studies
June 11, 2014

Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Helen Diller Family Center (74), Room 301

08:45 – 09:15 Gathering & Registration

09:15 - 09:30 Greetings
Prof. Zvi HaCohen, Rector, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Mr. Michael Mertes, Director, Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Jerusalem

09:30 - 10:30 Panel 1: Conflicts and Transitional Justice in Europe
Yair Osherov, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Transitional Justice in Northern Ireland
Omer Gendler, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
The European Spring: How the EU Made Secession Easier

10:30 - 11:30 Keynote Speech: The EU After the European Parliament's Elections
Prof. Antonio Bar, Faculty of Law, University of Valencia, Spain

11:30 - 11:45 Coffee Break

11:45 - 13:00 Panel 2: Normative Power Europe - Where to?
Yoav Friedman, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
The Bologna Process and the European Normative Power Theory
Marta Kleiman, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
The European TNC Gap
Or Blan, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Diplomacy of Likes & Shares – the EU’s External Use of Social Media

13:00 - 13:45 Lunch Break

13:45 - 14:45 Panel 3: Higher Education Policies - EU and Beyond
Hila Zahavi, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
External Normative Power Europe - The Case of Higher Education
Hannah Moscovitz, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Higher Education Policies and Multi-Level Identity: The Case of Flanders and Quebec

14:45 - 15:45 Panel 4: European Political Imagination
Stanislav Repinetskiy, Bar-Ilan University
A Time Bomb of Radical Revolution: The Russian Experience
Daniel Rosenberg, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Legacy of Radicalism: The 1968 Revolt and the New European Right

15:45 - 16:00 Coffee Break

16:00 - 17:30 Panel 5: Projections of Europe on the Jewish Identities
Sebastian Musch, University of Jewish Studies, Heidelberg
Judaism to the Rescue! Jewish Responses After the First World War
Ofer Idels, Tel Aviv University
Imagined Games: European Jewish Athletes and the XI Olympiad Through the Eyes of the Yishuv
Aviad Levy, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Your Pain is Our Pleasure: Israel, Europe and the Forbidden Emotion

For further information and registration: Lian Grosbard at 08-6428330 or gallian@post.bgu.ac.il http://www.europebgu.org.il/